One Wise Mac Limited

One Wise Mac sells exclusive ranges of accessories and protective materials for smart device. One Wise Mac Limited is a participant of eBay’s VeRO Program and it owns trademarks, copyrighted materials such as images, text along with barcodes which identify our products / services, and we are committed to protect our intellectual rights in the most effective way possible.

One Wise Mac Limited regularly monitors the Internet, including marketplace sites for any misuse of its intellectual property rights, including but not limited to its trademarks, service marks, and copyrights. One Wise Mac Limited’s trademarks, UPC/EAN’s (unique product identifiers) or its text and imagery are protected under United Kingdom and international intellectual property laws. Any use of One Wise Mac Limited’s trademarks, UPC/EAN’s (unique product identifiers) or its text and imagery without written permission, will result in immediate action of notifying eBay to remove the infringing content.

If you are an eBay seller whose listing has been removed due to our report, the reason of the removal of your listing could include, but are not limited to the following:

Trademark Infringement: The product offered in the listing may be an unauthentic product using one of our Trademarks or service marks.

Copyright Infringement: The product offered in the listing may have used one or more of our copyrighted images, text or any other relevant material without our written permission.

EAN / UPC Infringement: The product offered in the listing may have been found to use our EAN / UPC barcode numbers which are unique product identifiers for our line of products, and they belong to our Trademarked brand. Every EAN/UPD code is unique and provided by Global Standards One (GS1).